[Tuberculosis of the ear today].
In the introduction, the changes in the clinical features of tuberculosis over the past few decades are analyzed. Despite the reverse trend in incidence, tuberculosis is still one of the major infectious diseases in the world. The essential points in fighting tuberculosis are prophylaxis and early diagnosis, therapy hardly presenting any problems today. A brief survey of the clinical picture of tuberculosis of the ear in general is followed by an analysis of the case findings in patients treated in this department over the past twenty years. Important features are the reverse trend in the incidence of the disease, the predominance of male patients, the history of pulmonary tuberculosis and chronic otitis, and the pathological--and in part highly characteristic--findings concerning the tympanic membrane. The diagnosis of this condition, which is fraught with difficulties, rests with accurate history taking, local inspection and lung X-ray as the most important diagnostic holds. While the therapy of the exudative form of tuberculosis of the ear presents no problem, the proliferating, destructive form is very difficult to treat. A description of several cases helps to show how difficult and time-consuming it may be to establish the diagnosis of ear tuberculosis.